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Optimal Matchings in Posets 
ULRICH FAIGLE 
We want to match (order) ideals of posets P and Q with respect to a relation 
that associates with every element of P an ideal of Q and conversely. The 
general theory for this distributive analog of classical matching theory is 
investigated and the analogs of the classical matching theorems are obtained. 
The collection of matchable ideals of P gives rise to a distributive supermatroid 
whose lattice of closed ideals is representable in the lattice of subspaces of a 
projective geometry. It is shown that with respect to order reversing weightings 
on P and Q, optimal matchings may be constructed according to the greedy 
algorithm for posets. The theory of integral vector linkings is discussed within 
this context. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose we want to match a set P of persons with a set Q of jobs. Then we have a 
matching problem with respect to the relation "person p can fill in job q", Furthermore, 
let us assume that P is (partially) ordered: p:s;; p' if p is more qualified than p'. In this 
case, we may insist that the persons we match with jobs form not just a subset of P but 
an (order) ideal so that the jobs be filled with better qualified people. 
As another example, let P and Q be the sets of join-irreducible and meet-irreducible 
elements respectively of a finite lattice. If we seek an injective function f: P .... Q such 
that p:s;; f( p) for all PEP, we encounter a matching problem involving sets P and Q that 
carry a natural order. 
In this paper, we investigate the matching theory with respect to ordered sets P and 
Q and a relation that associates with every element of P an ideal of Q and conversely. 
We want to match ideals of P with ideals of Q so that the matched ideals have the 
maximum possible cardinality. Since the collection of ideals of an ordered set yields a 
distributive lattice, the matching theory studied here may thus be viewed as the "distribu-
tive analog" of the usual bipartite matching theory, the Boolean case. 
In addition, we consider order reversing weight functions WI: p .... Rand Wz: Q .... R 
and show that matchings maximizing the total weight of the matched ideals may be 
obtained according to a greedy algorithm for posets. 
We look at general properties of matchings in posets in Sections 3-5 and present the 
analogs of the classical matching theorems (Augmenting Path Theorem, Konig-Egervary 
Theorem, Marriage Theorem, and Mendelsohn-Dulmage Theorem). In Section 6, the 
matchable ideals are seen to be the independent sets of a distributive supermatroid rather 
than of a matroid. This supermatroid, however, is naturally embeddable in a transversal 
matroid and therefore is representable in a projective geometry. The greedy algorithm 
is described in Section 7. As an illustration of the present theory, we show in Section 8 
how integral vector lin kings on bipartite graphs may be treated within this context. 
A basic familiarity with the properties of matchings in sets and their matroidal structure 
is assumed (d., e.g., [to] and [13]) . The properties of distributive lattices needed may 
be found, e.g., in [2]. 
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2. THE PROBLEM 
In the following, P and 0 will always be two fixed posets and R s; P x 0 a binary 
relation such that 
(R) For every p'o;;;PEP, qE 0, 
(p,q)ER implies (p',q)ER, 
and, symmetrically, 
(R*) For every q' 0;;; q EO, PEP, 
(p, q) E R implies (p, q') E R. 
For every subset S s; P, we set 
R(S) ={q EO: 3PE S with (p, q) E R}. 
Notice that R(S) is, in particular, an (order) ideal of 0, i.e., q E R(S) and q' 0;;; q imply 
q' E R(S). 
For every T s; 0, R *( T) is defined similarly and has the analogous properties. 
A matching M (with respect to R) is a triple M = (A, B, ¢M) such that 
A is an ideal of P, B is an ideal of 0; 
¢M: A ~ B is a bijection with the property 
(a, ¢M(a» E R for all a E A. 
IMI := IAI is the cardinality of the matching M. 
(1) 
(2) 
If we consider P and 0 just as sets (forgetting their order), we use the notation Po 
and 0 0 , Matchings with respect to R s; P x 0 are always also matchings with respect to 
R s; Po x 0 0 , We point out, however, that the converse is not necessarily true. 
The function Wl:P~1R is a (natural) weighting of P if it reverses the order, i.e., if 
p' 0;;; p implies w!(p') ~ Wl(P). 
The weight of a subset As; P is defined as 
WI (A) = I w1(a). (3) 
aEA 
Similarly we define a weighting w2 : 0 ~ IR of O. 
For a matching M = (A, B, ¢M), the weight of M is 
w(M) = w!(A) + w2(B). (4) 
The problem now consists in finding a matching of maximum cardinality and maximum 
weight. 
3. AUGMENTING PATHS AND SUPPORTS 
Let M = (A, B, ¢M) be a matching, ao E P ana bn+! E 0 arbitrary elements. An alternat-
ing path from ao to bn+1 (with respect to M) is a sequence of elements ao, bb ... , am bn+1 
such that 
and 
The alternating path is augmenting if furthermore 
aot A, bn+! ~ B. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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If a < ao always implies a E A, and b < bn+! always implies bE B, the augmenting path 
is admissible. 
Clearly, an admissible augmenting path will yield a matching M' = (A u ao, B u bn+!l 
tPM')' Moreover, by properties (R) and (R*) of the relation R, it is immediate that M 
admits an admissible augmenting path whenever M admits an augmenting path at all. 
Thus we have the variant of the classical Augmenting Path Theorem: 
PROPOSITION 1. The matching M is of maximum cardinality if and only if M does not 
admit an admissible augmenting path. 
A pair (C, D), where C s; P and D s; 0 are subsets, is a support of the relation R if 
for every (p, q) E R, P E C or qED. 
The following observation is straightforward and well-known. 
PROPOSITION 2. If M is a matching and (C, D) a support, then IMI:s; Ici + IDI. 
The sets constituting supports of minimal cardinality have a special form: 
PROPOSITION 3. If (C, D) is a minimal support, then C and D are ideals in P and 0, 
respectively. 
PROOF. Observe that (C, R (P- C)) is a support. Hence, since (C, D) is a support, 
we must have R(P- C) s; D. Moreover, by the minimality of (C, D), R(P- C) = D. But 
R(P-C) is an ideal of Q. 
Similarly, we see C=R*(O-D). So C is an ideal of P. 
PROPOSITION 4. The matching M = (A, B, tPM) is maximum if and only if there is a 
minimal support (C, D) such that 
Moreover, (C, D) may be chosen so that C s; A and D s; B. 
PROOF. Since, by Proposition 1, M is also a maximum matching with respect to Po 
and 0 0 , the first statement is the content of the Konig-Egervary Theorem, whose usual 
proof also yields a constructive proof of the second statement: 
Let D be the set of elements of B that can be reached by some alternating path from 
P - A, and let C = tP A1 (B - D). Then it may be shown that (C, D) is a minimal support 
(see, e.g., Konig [9]). 
4. THE MARRIAGE THEOREM 
By an (order) filter of a po set we mean the set-theoretic complement of an ideal, i.e., 
a subset F with the property that p E F and p:s; pi implies pi E F. 
As the union and intersection of any two filters again is a filter, the filters of P form 
a distributive lattice Dd(P). Dd(P) is anti-isomorphic to D(P), the distributive lattice of 
all ideals of P, where the anti-isomorphism is given by set-theoretic complementation. It 
is well-known that P, D(P), and Dd(P) uniquely determine each other (see [2, p. 59]). 
We define the deficiency 5(F) of a filter F of P as 
5(F) = IFI-IR(F)I. (8) 
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The defect 1/ of P (with respect to R) is given by 
1/ = max{5(F): F filter of P}. 
The filter F is critical if 5(F) = 1/. 
If FI and F2 are two critical filters, then 
5(F1 u F2) = IFI U F21-IR(FI U F2)1 
~ IF11-IR(F1)1+IF21-IR(F2)1 
- (IFI (') F21-IR (FI (') F2)1) 
~ 21/ - 1/ = 1/. 
So FI U F2 and, similarly, FI (') F2 are critical filters. Hence 
PROPOSITION 5. The critical filters of P form a sublattice of Dd(P). 
The term "defect" is justified by 
PROPOSITION 6. If M is a maximum matching and 1/ the defect of P, then 
IMI = Ipl- 1/. 
(9) 
PROOF. As the proof of Proposition 3 together with Proposition 4 shows, we have 
IMI=mindlcl+IR(P-c)I), 
where the minimum is taken over all ideals C of P. 
Passing to complements, we may minimize over all filters F of P: 
IMI =minF(lp- FI+IR(F)I) 
= minF(lpl- 5(F)) 
= IPI-maxF5(F) 
=P-1/. 
The case 1/ = 0 therefore yields the marriage theorem: 
PROPOSITION 7. A matching M of cardinality IMI = Ipi exists if and only if 
IR(F)I~IFI 
for all filters F of P. 
(10) 
(11) 
We remark that, due to the symmetry of the conditions (R) and (R*) for the relation 
R, all the results may, of course, equally be expressed by the corresponding conditions 
on Q. 
As an application of the Marriage Theorem, we prove a seemingly well-known result 
(yet, we have been unable to uncover a published proof) about finite distributive lattices. 
Let L be a finite lattice. By P(L) we denote the set of join-irreducible elements (together 
with 0) of L with the order induced by L, and by Q(L) the set of meet-irreducibles 
(together with 1) with the reverse order induced by L. We define R s; P(L) x Q(L) via 
(p, q) E R if p ~ q in L. (12) 
Clearly, R satisfies the conditions (R) and (R*). 
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PROPOSITION 8. If L is a (finite) distributive lattice, then a matching of cardinality 
Ip(L)1 exists. 
PROOF. We will show the existence of the required matching by verifying the matching 
condition (11) of Proposition 7. 
First notice that Ip(L)1 = IQ(L)I = h(L) + 1, where h(L) is the height of L, since we 
may interpret L as the lattice of non-empty ideals of P(L) or, by the duality of the 
distributive law, as the dual of the lattice of non-empty ideals of Q(L). 
Let F be any filter of P, and denote by m(F) the set of minimal elements of F. Then 
R(F) = R(m(F» by (R*). 
Choose P E m(F), let L' = [p, 1], and consider the map 
ip: F -+ L' : : x -+ x v p. 
With the interpretation of L as lattice of ideals of P(L) it is routine to check that ip 
is, in fact, an injective order homomorphism from F into P(L'). Also observe that 
O(L') £; Q(L). 
So, for the filter F' generated by ip(m(F» in P(L'), we have IF'I;;=!: IFI. Thus, by 
induction on the height h(L) of L, we finally can conclude 
IR(m(F»I;;=!: IR(ip(m(F)))1 = IR(F')I;;=!: IF'I;;=!: IFI, 
unless p = O. But in this case, F = P(L); and our initial observation finishes the proof. 
We remark that the equality Ip(L)1 = IO(L)1 holds, more generally, in every finite 
modular lattice (Dilworth [3]). It is an open question whether modular lattices also have 
the matching property (for investigations in this direction, see, e.g., [4]). 
5. THE MENDELSOHN-DuLMAGE THEOREM 
We now turn to the question when for two given ideals A£; P and B £; Q, there exists 
a matching M = (A, E, CPM) such that A £; A and B £; E. 
First, we formulate a useful property of matchable ideals. 
LEMMA 9. An ideal A£; P can be matched if and only if 
IR(F)I;;=!: IFI, for all filters F of A. (13) 
Moreover, A can be matched if and only if A is contained in an ideal A of maximum 
cardinality which can be matched. 
PROOF. Since the restriction of R to A x Q also satisfies (R) and (R*), the first 
statement follows directly from Proposition 7. 
For the second statement, assume that M = (A, E, CPM) is a matching and A£; A. Then 
for every filter F of A, 
IR (F)I ;;=!: IcpM (F)I = IFI· 
Conversely, if A is matchable, A can be augmented to a matchable ideal A of maximum 
cardinality by Proposition 1. 
We can now state the Mendelsohn-Dulmage Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A£; P and B £; Q be arbitrary ideals. Then there is a matching 
M = (A, E, cp) such that A £; A and B £; E if and only if 
IR(F)I;;=!: IFI, for all filters F of A; (13) 
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and 
IR*( 0)1;;.: 101, for all filters a of B. (14) 
PROOF. By Lemma 9, the condition is necessary. 
To show sufficiency, we may assume that there are maximum cardinality matchings 
Ml = (A, Bb cPl) and M2 = (A2, E, cP2) such that A ~ A and B ~ E. 
Since maximum cardinality matchings are also maximum cardinality matchings with 
respect to Po and Qo, the Mendelsohn-Dulmage Theorem for sets (cf. [12]) assures the 
existence of the required matching M = (A, E, cP). 
6. TRANSVERSAL MATROIDS ON POSETS 
If we consider the matching problem with respect to Po and Qo, the collection To(P) 
of all matchable subsets of P is the collection of independent sets of some matroid on P 
(see, e.g., [13]). 
So we are led to define the transversal matroid T(P) on the ordered set P associated 
with (P, Q, R) as the collection of all matchable ideals of P. Similarly we define T(Q). 
Notice that, in general, T(P) need not be a matroid in the usual sense since arbitrary 
subsets of ideals need not be ideals. However, as a direct consequence of Lemma 9, we 
obtain the following properties: 
o E T(P) 
If A E T(P) and A' ~ A is an ideal, then A' E T(P) 
For every ideal S ~ P, if T(S) = {A E T(P): A ~ S}, 
then all maximal members of T(S) have the same cardinality. 
Viewing T(P) as a subset of the distributive lattice D(P), we have thus verified 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
PROPOSITION 11. T(P) is the collection of independent ideals of a distributive super-
matroid. 
(For supermatroids in general, see [5] or [13]). 
We can therefore define a semimodular rank function ron D(P) as follows: 
For every ideal S ~ P, r(S) = max{IAI: A E T(S)}. (18) 
An ideal S ~ P is closed with respect to T(P) if 
For every ideal S'::::> S, r(S') > r(S). (19) 
It may be shown that the lattice L(P) of closed ideals is semimodular with rank function 
r (cf. [5]). 
We denote the lattice of closed sets of the transversal matroid To(P) by Lo(P) and its 
rank function by roo 
Consider the map S ~ S that associates with every closed ideal S of T(P) its closure 
with respect to To(P). 
PROPOSITION 12. For every ideal S ~ P, r(S) = ro(S). Moreover, S ~ S is a join-
preserving lattice injection. 
PROOF. r(S) = ro(S) holds because every maximal member of T(S) is also a maximal 
member of To(S). 
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To see that S ~ 5 is join-preserving, let S be the join of the closed ideals SI and S2 in 
L(P). Then Si ~ S implies S; ~ 5 (i = 1, 2), and hence 51 v 52 ~ 5 in Lo(P). Because 
r(S) = r(SI U S2), ro(5) = ro(S) = ro(SI U S2) = ro(51 U 52), i.e., 51 = 52 in Lo(P). 
Suppose that SI ;c S2 and 51 = 52' Then r(SI U S2) > r(SI) = ro(SI) = ro(51) = ro(51 v 52), 
a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 13. If T(P) is a transversal matroid on the poset P, then the lattice L(P) 
of closed ideals may be represented in the lattice of subspaces of some projective geometry 
so that join and rank are preserved. 
PROOF. Embed L(P) into Lo(P) as in Proposition 12 and recall that every transversal 
matroid To(P) is representable (see, e.g., [13]). 
7. THE GREEDY ALGORITHM 
Let us call a sequence I = (XI, ... , xd of elements of P an admissible sequence if Xi";;; Xj 
always implies i,,;;; j. 
Clearly, every initial segment 1m = (Xl> ... , xm), m,,;;; k, of I then also is an admissible 
sequence. If m = 0, we set 10 = 0, the empty sequence. 
By C(P) we mean the collection of all admissible sequences I = (XI, ... ,Xk) such that 
S(1) = {Xl> ... , Xk} is a matchable ideal of P. Our first observation is 
IE C(P) always implies 1m E C(P). (20) 
Furthermore, for I, I' E C(P), the restriction of the matching problem to (S(1) U 
S(1')) x 0 shows 
I, I' E C(P) such that III < 11'1 implies the 
existence of some y E I' with (1, y) E C(P). (21) 
For every ideal A ~ P, set C(A) = {I E C(P): S(1) ~ A}, and call an element pEA an 
isthmus of A if p occurs in every maximal member of C(A). We claim 
For all ideals A ~ B ~ P, if pEA is an 
isthmus of B, then p is an isthmus of A. (22) 
This follows because every matchable ideal gives rise to an admissible sequence and 
every matchable ideal of A may be obtained as the intersection of some maximal matchable 
idea of B with A: just complete the maximal member of C(A) to a maximal member 
of C(B). 
Properties (20)-(22) now show that C(P) is a "generating system" in the sense of [6]. 
Hence, with respect to the natural weighting WI : P ~ IR, we can find an optimal member 
of C(P) according to the greedy algorithm: 
Step 1: Choose XI E P so that WI(XI) is maximal and (XI) E C(P). 
Step k: Choose Xk E P-{Xl>'" ,Xk-I} so that (Xl>"" Xk-l> Xk) E C(P) and WI(Xk) is 
maximal among those WI (x) with WI (x),,;;; WI(Xk-l) and (XI, ... ,Xk-l> x) E C(P). 
So the greedy algorithm will produce a matchable ideal A ~ P of maximum cardinality 
A optimizing wI(A). 
Notice that the greedy algorithm is quite constructive as, in the kth step, Xk can only 
be adjoined to the matching already constructed if there is an admissible augmenting 
path starting with Xk. 
Similarly, we may find a maximal matchable ideal B ~ Q optimizing w2(B). 
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According to the Mendelsohn-Dulmage Theorem, we can now construct a matching 
M = (A, B, 1» by restricting the relation R to A x B. 
M then will be a maximum weight matching. 
8. INTEGRAL VECTOR LINKINGS 
As an illustration of matchings in posets, we now show how McDiarmid's [11] theory 
of integral vector linkings on bipartite graphs may be interpreted within the present 
context. 
We first need some notation. For the finite sets Us; V and the vector x E IR v, denote 
by Xu the restriction of x to the index set U (all other coordinates zero) and by Ixl the 
sum of the coordinates of x. 
Consider the binary relation E s; S x T between the two finite sets Sand T. Thus 
G = (S u T, E) may be viewed as a bipartite graph. Two integral vectors x E IRs and Y E IR T 
are linked if there exists an integral (flow) vector f E IRE such that 
and 
Ifol=lxul, 
Ilvl=IYvl, 
for every Us; S, 
for every V s; T, 
where UCV) is the set of edges of G incident with U( V). 
(23) 
If CElRs is a fixed integral vector, we denote by D(c) the set of all integral vectors 
x E IRs with x.;; C in the componentwise order. The poset P = P( c) consists of all non-zero 
vectors of the form x. for some S E S and x E D(c). So D(c) may be identified with the 
distributive lattice of all ideals of P. 
Similarly, we define D( d) and the poset Q = Q( d) for the integral vector d E IR T. 
The relation R s; P x Q given by 
(X., Yt) E R iff (s, t) E E (24) 
satisfies the conditions (R) and (R *). Moreover, the vectors x E D( c) and Y E D( d) are 
linked via the bipartite graph G exactly when x and y, looked at as ideals of P and Q, 
are matched with respect to R. 
Thus (P, Q, R) can be understood as an "integral polylinking system" in the sense of 
Schrijver [14]. 
In this situation, Proposition 11 says that the collection of vectors of D( c) which can 
be linked with vectors of D( d) are the integral vectors of an integral polymatroid on S. 
Furthermore, the Marriage Theorem (Proposition 7) reduces to the "multiple" Hall 
Theorem of McDiarmid [11]: 
PROPOSITION 14. The vector x E D( c) can be linked with some vector Y E D( d) if and 
only if 
for all A s; S. (25) 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can assume c = x. The matching conditions 
(11) and (25) are then equivalent. 
Adding a "source" and a "sink" to the bipartite graph G, Proposition 14 follows, of 
course, also from the min cut-max flow theorem of Ford and Fulkerson [8]. In this 
context, admissible augmenting paths are flow augmenting paths. The discussion in Section 
7 shows that augmentation may be carried out "greedily" with respect to objective 
functions W1X and W2Y, where WI E IRs and W2 E IRT. 
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9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Aigner and Dowling [1] have broadened the scope of bipartite matching theory by 
imposing a matroid structure on P and Q (considered as unordered sets) and trying to 
match independent sets with independent sets. Classical bipartite matching is then the 
Boolean case. The results presented in this paper may thus be viewed as the "distributive" 
analog of bipartite matching. 
There is a theory of matroids on posets in which distributive lattices playa role analogous 
to the role of Boolean algebras in usual matroid theory. The notion of a system of 
independent sets there essentially is the notion of a generating system in the sense of 
Section 7 (see [7]). Integral polymatroids are special instances of matroids on posets (see 
[5]), and McDiarmid [11] was able to develop a matching theory with respect to poly-
matroid structures. 
It would be interesting to know whether bipartite matching theory extends to this even 
more comprehensive setting. 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. It has been brought to the author's attention that 
Proposition 8 was first stated (without proof) in: I. Rival, Contributions to combinatorial 
lattice theory, Ph.D. dissertation, University of Manitoba, 1974, p. 5. 
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